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DOD'S ACQUISITON REFORM RECOMMENDATIONS TO 800 PANEL REPORT

Secretary of Defense Aspin announced today the Department of Defense's recommendations to the 800 Panel Report. These recommendationts, which include increasing the
Simplified Acquisition Threshold from $25,000 to $100,000 for small purchases and
establishing seven pilot programs to take advantage of a market based system, are key to
maintaining the best equipped defense forces and a strong industrial base through acquisition
reform.
Secretary Aspin is committed to maintaining a lean, high-tech, ready-to-fight military
force in a time when the threats are changing and defense spending is slowing down. It is
imperative that the system of defense acquisition achieve greater efficiencies and take full
advantage of technological advances to support our fighting forces and preserve the defense
industrial base.
In the Bottom-Up Review, Secretary Aspin unveiled his vision for the nation's future
defense needs based on the post-Cold War dangers. This is the first step in a broad plan to
remake the defense acquisition system to meet these new dangers. Acquisition reform will
build on leading edge technologies that have been spawned over the years to meet the nation's
defense needs. It will allow DoD to run itself more like a business: buying products in the
most competitive and sensible way, reducing massive paperwork rquirements and whenever
possible making purchases off the shelf.
Two years ago, Congress directed the establishment of an advisory panel for the
purpose of reviewing acquisition laws with a view towawd streimlining the acquisition process.
The ROO Panel Report was forwarded to Congress on January 14, 1993. A Senior DoD
Steering Group, chtired by the Deputy Under Seciretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform), was
convened in June 1993 to make this administration's recommendations on the proposed
acquisition reform goals and objectives. The Stecring Group met to identify areas for change,
assist in establishing priorities, and ensure implementation of final plans of action within DoD.
The recommendations of the 800 Panel Report cover areas such as eliminating
unnecessary and obsolete specifications and standards and using commercial-type specifications
to the greatest extent practicable; enhancing the use of the electronic bulletin boards,
electronic commerce and electronic data interchange (EC/EDI): and finally simplying contract
administration and laws.
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These changes are imperative if the Department of Defense is to quickly meet the
changing nature of the security threat in the post-Cold War era. Acquisition reform will
enable the Department to shift from single service programs to programs that will be
interoperable among the military services and U.S. allies and will offer greater efficiencies.
The DoD comments on the Section 800 Panel Report have been finalized and a
legislative proposal has been transmitted to the Office of Management and Budget and will be
factored into the administration's position on acquisition reform legislative provisions.
Process Action Teams are already working to develop plans of action to improve the current
acquisition process. Other teams will be chartered in the future to address specific shortcomings in the present system.
The Defense Department is committed to maintaining the best equipped, best trained
and most effective fighting force in the world. Acquisition Reform will allow us to continue
to procme, the state-of-the-art technology and maintain the strong indust•'ial base that is
recessary to preserve our edge over our opponents iu terms cf quality of people, training,
readiness, and technology.
A detailed list of DoD's recommendations to the 800 Panel Report is available for the
media from Beverly Baker in the Dirctorate for Defense Information office.
-END-
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The new, post Cold War-era demands new thinking about defense
acquisition. The Clinton administration believes the system at the
Department of Defense must be fundamentally changed to meet the
challenges of the 1990s.
The 1990s pose a new set of security challenges for the United
States. The Cold War is over, but the United States faces new threats:
regional conflicts; proliferation of nuclear weapons and other weapons of
mass destruction; risk to our economic well-being; and the possible failure
of democratic reform in the former Soviet Bloc and elsewhere..
The President and the Secretary of Defense are committed to
maintaining a lean, high-tech, ready-to-fight military force In a time when
the threats are changing and defense spending Is slowing down It is
imperative that the system of defense acquisition achieve greater
efficiencies and take full advantage of technological advances to support
our fighting forces and preserve the defense industrial base.
In the Bottom-Up Review, concluded last September, Secretary of
Defense Les Aspin unveiled his vision for the nation's future defense
needs. While the risk of global war is gone, the United States still faces
many risks around the world. The Bottom-Up Review was a blueprint for
dealing with these dangers no matter where they might emerge.
The Clinton administration Is proposing the first steps in a broad
plan to remake the defense acquisition system to meet these dangers. This
plan will build on the leading edge technologies that have been spawned
over the years to meet the nation's defense needs. It will allow DoD to run
Itself more like a business: buying products Inthe most competitive and
sensible way, reducing massive paperwork requirements and whenever
possible making purchases off the shelf.
These changes are Imperative if the Department of Defense Is to
quickly meet the changing nature of the security threat In the post-Cold
War era. They will enable the Department to shift from single-service
programs to programs that will be interoperable among the military services
and U.S. allies and will offer greater efficiencies.
The administration Is committed to maintaining the best equipped,
best trained and most effective fighting force in the world. We won't be able
to do it unless we change the way we do business.

The Problem
The DoD acquisition system is a web of laws and regulations
adopted for laudable reasons. The aim Is to prevent waste, fraud and
abuse, and to ensure that competition is fair and the taxpayer Is wellserved. But the rules have led to an overloaded system that is often
paralyzed and Ineffectual. Thanks to the ability and dedication of the
people Inthe system, it produced systems that helped win the Cold War--but at a significant price.
The combined effect of the thousands of pages of acquisition
regulation Is a confusing and often needlessly expensive system that the
nation can no longer afford. Itturns away the Innovative small business and
makes it nearly Impossible to save tax dollars because the Department
cannot easily buy off-the-shelf commercial products. It denies or slows
DoD access to state-of-the art technologies readily available to commercial
enterprises. It limits access to what must continue to be a thriving Industrial
base poised to meet DoD's future needs.
DoD's acquisition process must become more flexible and agile to
respond to the rapidly changing International climate of the 1990s.
Because of its complexity, a major overhaul of the acquisition system
cannot happen overnight. But it must begin. it Is not difficult to see why
change Is Imperative. Stories Illustrating the need for change abound. For
example:
e A solicitation from DoD for ant bait was 29 pages and took 227
days to buy. if existing slmplifiec; procedures for small contracts had
been used, the ant bait would have been delivered in 27 days.
* A military hospital wanted to buy aspirin. The low bid was $3.98.
But DoD ended up buying from the next lowest bidder who was paid
$4.40 per unit. The winning bidder was willing to follow DoD
requirements to submit a small business plan. The low bidder was not,
fearing that DoD might force it to drop some of its subcontractors
because they were not sufficiently disadvantaged or small. The cost to
DoD was $107,000 more over the life of the contract.
* A large company was planning to Introduce a radio with special
encryption features sought by DoD and law enforcement agencies. The
item had not yet been sold in substantial qualities to the public. DoD
was hesitant to buy without obtaining Information from the company
2

about how It had set Its price. The company did not have to supply this
to its commercial customers. DoD's reluctance meant it was stuck with
buying old technology while commercial customers were free to buy the
new.
9 The Defense Personnel Support Center buys uniforms for the
military and wanted to contract for a redesign of military trousers to
make them the same as an already available commercial product. This
would enable the manufacturer to pass on cost savings to DoD. But
DoD demanded information about how the company set its price and
also wanted to audit the Information. These requests for information
turned the company off, and DoD was unable to buy the off-the-shelf,
cheaper product.
e Rockwell International made identical semiconductors for DoD and
commercial customers. Rockwell moved its military operations into the
same factory where the commercial work was done. But because of
DoD contracting and paperwork requirements, Rockwell was unable to
pass onto DoD savings that resulted from high volume production.
Eventually Rockwell stopped selling semiconductors to DoD.
The Solution
The post Cold War era and the defense downsizing of the 1990s
mean that the DoD acquisition system must undergo a fundamental top-tobottom transformation. It is not enough to finetune the existing system.
Instead, it fundamentally must be redesigned to enable the Department of
Defense to respond to the diverse demands of the decade. Such changes
will take time and must be based on a thorough, top-to-bottom review of
existing practices.
DoD's new approach has two guiding principles:
1)Use the best commercial practices wherever possible
2)Use unique DoD specifications only when necessary.
The administration is taking the first steps towards acquisition reform
by outlining a preliminary set of proposals that will begin to simplify and
streamline the process.

3

* Action: Raise the threshold for small contracts for the purchase of
readily available items to $100,000. This will cut paperwork, reduce
delay, account for inflation and offer an incentive for small companies to
do business with the Department of Defense.
, Explanation: Currently, the solicitation for any contract greater than
$25,000 requires that bidders fill out a set of forms unique to DoD that
require information about the source of materials and the means of
transportation, among other data. DoD must publish an announcement
of the proposed contract; wait 15 days before it can solicit bids, and
then wait an additional 30 days before it can make an award. All of
these requirements slow down the process and cause delay in obtaining
many readily available items. The lead time for awards less than
$25,000 Is 26 days. The lead time for awards above $25,000 is 90 days
for simple sealed competitive bids and 210 days for negotiated
competitive bids.
•Action: Establish pilot programs using simple commercial contracting
methods. Eliminate unique DoD specifications for readily available
Items. End separate requirements for each military service whenever

possible.
* Explanation: Using unique. DoD specifications for everything from
white gloves for dress uniforms i helicopter engines slows down
purchases and denies DoD access to already available high technology
systems. As a result, DoD often pays more for commercially available
items or gets the early, less sophisticated versions of rapidly developing
technologies. The present system deters industry from achieving
efficiencies that could save DoD money, particularly if a company can
sell In bulk to more than one DoD customer.
* Action: Establish an electronic bid system.
• Explanation: Contracts are solicited through a cumbersome system
relying on a slow process of paper notification. This wastes time and
money. Many industries already are relying on electronic
communication. To compete for DoD contracts, they have to retool their
bidding systems. This deters many industries from competing, limits the
pool of potential contractors and denies DoD access to products of

4

advanced, high-tech companies who don't want to bother to compete for
a 1990s item with 1950s procedures.
The Department of Defense cannot act alone to accomplish the
goals of acquisition reform. Revamping the acquisition system to make it
more efficient and give the taxpayer the greatest return will take a
bipartisan effort in Congress and broad cooperation from industry.

5
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1. Socio-economic and Small Business
and Simplified Acquisition Thresholds
A. Description of Current Program

A MUllcltationforcommercial ant balt, using large purchaseprocedures, was 29 pages. The
estimatedprice of the purchasewas above the sImplifedpurchaseprocedureof $25,000. It
took 227-days to make this buy. The actualawardprice,however, was $16,500. If small
purchse procedureshad been use4 almost 200-days would have been saved.
A militaryhospital'ssupply officer requesteda re.sspply of aspirinfor hispharmacy.
Several offers were received SupplierA's (awell-Anown brandnameproducer)unitprice
%s $3.98. the low offer. DoD askedfor the requiredsmall businesssubcontractingplan.
SupplierA refiusedto prepare it even though it hadmany small business subcontractors
because It did not want to disturb establishedlong-term relationshipswith its many suppliers
andwould never be askedfor this in a commercial transaction. Supplier A withdrew its
offer; the contractwas awardedto the next low offeror (S4.40 unit price), costing DoD
qpp hmatwely 10.3 percentmore-0a additional$107. 000 over the life of the caitracL

B. Better Way:
Promote a balance between an efficient acquisition process and national social policy by
increasing the statutory threshold for Small Purchases (Simplified Acquisition
Threshold) from $2,000 to $100,000. Remove the burden of most government unique
clauses from purchases below the threshold. Small and Smal and Disadvantaged
Busintes will see increased opportunities to do business with DoD because they will be
able to sell to the government under the same rules they sell to their commercial
cstomers and because all contracts under S100,000 will be reserved for small busiuess.
Electronk Commerce will ease access to the Defense market and at the same time
ensure enhanced notification of procurement opportunities.

C. Badground/Eperience:
Govrnment agencies are allowed to use simplified procedures if the contract would amnount
to less than $25,000. Purchases under the threshold are not subject to nuny of the laws and
regulations that apply to larger purchases. These solicitations are far less complex - 12 pages

on average. Large purchase solicitations, partly because they must include a large number of
required clauss, are 29 pages on average.
The. laws that impose various socdo-economic requirnmcts upon the a•quisition process lack
a uniform threasold (some apply at $2,500, others apply at $10,000) &Md have not been

I0/28/3 09:13 ANI

updated to reflect inflation or other trends. Because socio-economic laws are scattered
throughout various statutes, including authorization and appropriation bills, many companies
are afraid they are not aware of all the requirements. This discourages them from competing

for DoD contracts and subcontracts. As the DoD Acquisition Law Advisory Panel,
commonly known as the Section 800 Panel reported:
It seems unlikely that any company not already engaged in the business of selling
to the government would actually be willing to spend the money necessary to
make the fundamental changes in the way that it conducts its business in return
for a sale of $100,000 or less. This may be particularly true of small businesses,

w"h are the preferred recipients of contracts of this size.
From the govemnment's standpoint, overwhelming administrative efforts and an inordinate
amount of time are required to solicit, award, and administer contracts between $25,000 and
$100,000. For example, ifa contract will exceed $25,000, DoD generally must publish in the
Commerce Busines Daily an announcement of the intent to award a contract, wait 15 days
before it can issue a solicitation, and then wait 30 more days before making an award. As a
resWt, the average lead-time for awards below $25,000 is 26-days. Above $25,000 the
average lead time is 90-days for simple sealed bids and 210"dys liii ho•aetitively negotiated
contracts
The DoD budget requires a reassessment of the role and ability of the acquistion workforce
to monitor compliance of a panoply of social policy intertwined with DoD contract

requirements. An exemption from the socio-.conomic requirements for commercial items and
those within the simled acquisition threshold would use tax dollars more efficiently.
D. Plan fo the Future - DoD Wl:
0 Propose Coagress enact a $100,000 Simplified Acquistiot' Thresb-ld under which
purcham would be exempt from most government unique statutory rquirements,
(e.g., those that spedfy the source or materials, specify the means of transportation,
require the submission of reports by the coati actor, or impose unique soco-.coomic
prmvisio on contractor, excp thoeu noted below).
Under the DoD proposal, procurements under the $100,000 simplified acquisition
threshold would be: reserved for small busines while allowing awards to Small and
Dlisadvastaged Business under both the Small Business Administration's I(a)
program uad what isbest known as DoD's section 1207 program; reported under
the Offie of Federal Procurement Policy Act for a period of five years if over
$25,000; and subject to new notice requirements dependent on how well DoD
Impkafua electronc means of providing notite and opportunities to bid.
Rwdz (F&-g
and Electronic Commerce and Electronic Data Interchange (EC/EDI), through a quickreaction Process Action Team.
WL-,o

VlVn~
t-lki

Existing pilot electronic purchasing systems (e.g., GATEC at Wrigl::-Patterson Air
Force base and EASE at NSC Jacksonville) have demonstrated the potential to
reduce lead-time from 29 to 11-days; achieve price savings of approximately 12
percent on price volatile commodities such as food; increase the number of bidders
competing; and increase the percentage of awards going to small business firms
from 50 percent to 96 percent.
L Action Plan:
A legislative proposal has been transmitted to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
and will be factored into the administration's position on acquisition reform legislative

provisns.
F. Performance Metrics:
DoD believes that it could realize significant saving as a result of increasing the small purchase
threshold to a $100,000 simplified acquisition threshold and by removing the applicability of
various impediments tat are unique to the government contracting process
A $100,000 threshold for DoD will:

# Remove about 40,000 contracts (approximately 20% of all contract actions inexcess
of $25,000) with a value of about $2 billion from the burdens and cost of complex

purchasing procedures while at the =a=e time increasi% patcipation and awards to smal
* Pemmit 99 percent of Dog's contract actions (12.1 million in FY92, or one million
actions per month - 46,000 actions each working day) to be accomplished using
sirmplified procurent procedures. including use of automated process and crtdit cards,

which would reduce the ummber of cuisidon personnel required to perform thes
"

Reduce acquistion ead-ti4h= and

"• Provide contractors, particularly smal) businesse enhanoed incentivts to do business
with the Departmet by removing the burdens of unique laws oaly associawd widi
contractors who sedl to the fedea goverament and their sicotrat

2. Commercia Items
A. Desciption of Current Program
A large telecommunicationscompany deelo-ed a narrow band voice radiofeaturingfullfwnction digitaltechnology, improved voice q.ality, and enhancedencryption capabilitiesfeatures highly sought after by DoD and law enforcement agencies. Although it was
designedfor sale as a commercialproduct, it hadnot yet been sold to anwye. Because of
complicatedlaws andregulationsgoverning the non-competitive acquistion of new
commercial products and technologies that haven't yet been sold in substantialquantities to
the public,federalgovernment buyers were reluctantto purchase the productwithout
requiringcost andpricingdata. The company would not sull the item to the government if it
had to generate andprovide cost andp•cing data to support the price it is ckarng,which
it did not do to establish the commercialprice. 77ms, dw government continued to buy a less
advwked "oldtechnology" rystem, while commercid customers bought
f.the-arL"
The Defense PersonnlSupport Center (DPSC)wanted to contirct with a large clothing
aanufacturerto redesignmilitary trousers so that the company they prchasedfrom could
prodce both defense and commercialproductson an integratedline. Both the Government
and the conpy could then share in the resultingcost savings. DPSC also wanted to learn
from the comWpany an industry leader in electronic quick response systems, how it could take
adanue of such a system to deliver trousers to new recruit&Presentlaw requiredDoD to
obtain and auditdaafrom the compwmy explaninghow it set its pric. The company would
not provide dhe data a=4 as a result, DPSCsattempts to learnfrom thds experenced,

sicce, s)I compmy wre thwarted
I. A Beter Way:
Maintain DoD's technological superiority by ensuring it has access to
state-of-the-art commercial technology and integrate the defense and
commercial industrial base by allowing DoD to acquire commercial
products using standard commnercial practices. Large segments of the
US. Industrial Base will view Do!) as a new market never before open
to them on their business terms. Many firms will see enhanced sales

opportunities to DoD.

As a purchase of military hardware ad weapons systems, products for which thtre is no
caommrcial counwapart, DoD always has had unique contracing requirennts. To ensure
accoautuility for taxpayer dollars, a complex system of audit and ovw ht was considered
necessmy. With soldiers' ives and military secunity it stake, government inspectors were
ialled in m Aufacturing pants to make sure suing= a qualiy rc
f6- -i-w--a in-e.

In addition, as Congres passed laws to promote various worthy social goals, Government
contracts became more complex. Contract clauses required contractors to set up drug-free
workplace programs, and to purchase certain items only from U. S. sources, among other

things.
The administrative cost to comply with these requirements, the resulting reduction in profit,

and the sheer sense of regulatory gridlock have now advanced to the point that some
commercial firms have simply decided the cost of doing business with the government is too
great. Although thnir position is understandable, the potential loss to DoD of critical
comnmerci, technologies, combined with reductions in defense spending, could severely
compromise our national defense technology and industrial base.
1Many defense contractors who also sold to the commercial market have set up separate

divisions to deal with these unique Government requirements which they did not want to
impose oa their commercial products. Firms have cited six primary areas in which
government procurement policies and requirements impose significant burdens and require
tem to fundamentally alter the way they normally do business:
• Government cost principles and accounting starArds;

* Extensive audit and oversight requirements;
• Requirements to meet unnecessarily detailed specifications and standards and the
resultat testing and inspection done to ensure conformance with those requirements;
• Government technical data rights policies which may require companies to give up
rights to proprietary data which are closely guarded in the competitive marketplace;
* Contract clauses intended to promote certain social goals (e. F.., requirements to

transport naterials only inU.S. flag vessels) which interfere with the contractor's normal
business prscticex, and
* Commercially urwcceptable requirements levied on subcontractors.
Wnique oversight, auditing, and pricing requirements do not need to be applied to commercial
prolucts bcause the marketplace regulates the buyer/selier relationship. Unique socioecowmic laws applied only to government contractors discourage commavcial companies
who could otherise meet the government's needs.
D. han for the Future-. DoD:
Has proposed a new subchapter of Title 10, specificaUy tailored to commercial item
acquisitions, to create a ntw rule structure vd provide for esemptions from statutes
that create barriers to the use of commercial items. This new chapter will:

Include
d
stronger policy language in favor co the usc of commercial and
nondevelopmental items in 10 U.S.C. Sec. 2UI.
9 Create a new definition of commercial items aud non developmeaW items in
10 U.S.C. Sec. 2302.
* Exempt the acquisition of commercial items from the TrutI, in Negotiations Act,
10 U.S.C. Sec. 2306a, by utilizing fair and reasonable pricing standards.
* Create new exemptions to technical data requirements for commercial items.
* Exempt commercial item•s from "Buy American" restrictions and certain other
socio-economic requirements.
L Action Plan:

A legislative propoa has been trasmitted to OWE and will be factored into the
administration's position on acquisition reform iegiska ive provisions.
* A Process Action Tr: i has been fonned to d&IVeop an implementation plan for the move
from government-uniqu.- .r,. ct or process sp•:•'ications or standaxds to comnercial
specification or standards.
* By December 1993, DoD will have determined the most serious impediments to
commercial items acquisition whih do not require statutory clange and will form a Process
Action Team to develop regulatory changes.
• By December 1993, a Process Actioa Team will be formed to evaluate actions necessary
to ensure full utilizaion of commercial buying practices authorized under DFARS 211.

F. Peformanwe Metrics:
As the administrative burden on contractors is reduced, we expect substantial reductions in

costs to the government. There also will be a commensurmte reduction inthe number of DoD
personnel requIred to enforce lessened oversight requirements for commeorial item
acquisition. This will translate into significant savings as well. DoD also expwc
esed

acces to the latest advanced commercial tochnologies.

3. Defense Acquisition Pilot Program
AL Dascripion of Current Program
Foryears Rockwell had been manufacturingandselling semiconductordevices to both the
defeme and commercialmarkets. To produceeconomies of scale and take adantageof
efficiencies aWilable trougha combinedoperation,Rockwell moved its military
semiconductoroperationsinto its commercialfacilities. Because only a very small
percentage (less than 5%) of the busines'was defens, it was not cost effective to redo the
accountingsystems to conmply with accounting,purchasing,and other government
procwuement regulations. Because it did not want to comply with government cost
accountingand other rules, Rockwell was unable to sell semiconductorsmade on the
commercial line (even though the economy ofproducingin high volume would have been a
cost admantage to the government) to its defense cstom•ers. Atempts to resolih- t.his .i'lemma
with government representativeswere not successful. Rockwell continued to support its
existifn defense customers by giving them the semi-conductorsfree, until they could obtain
alternatesource& Rockwell endedup giving away about $1 million worth of commercial
work over three to fouryears until the programswere completed Since then, that Rockwell

divion as not sdld t the goverrnwe
B. A Dter Way:
The critical ingredient of adaptation to commercial practice is convenion from a
regulation basd system to a market based system. The purpose of the pilot programs is
to take early advantage of conversion to a market based system by removing barriers to
the use of €toa ercial practices and products. Successful Pilot Programs will enhance
use of commercial products and rellmce on x national industrial base. This will
preserve the U.S. industrial base and stabilize domestic employment opportunities.

CBackground/Erpedience:
Section 809 of the fiscal year 1991 Defense Authorization Act created a "Defeme Acquisition
Pilot Program" to test whether or not efficiencies could be achieved from using standard,
conmercial industrial practices to procure defese goods and services. Section 800 of dit:
same Act, created the DoD Advisory Panel on streamlining and codifying aicquisition laws. Its
final report is now the baseline for the acquisition of commercial items.
In 1991, the Center for Strategic and Intemational Studies (CSIS) released a report ettitled,
"lntegmting Commercial and Military Technologies for Natonal Strmgth." In that report,

CSIS concluded that "many companies have dual systems of administraton, management,
research and devtlopment (R&D), or production in order to comply with the unique
re&uirmn=ts of federal contmictng while also pursuing their commcrci, goals." The study
f~uther found that 'the burdens aid risks of federal contracting increase the cost of the goods

and Ms

t government buys (without incrUeng the value)l unnecessafly lumt

competition to companies that have instituted the appropriate compliance systems, and restrict

federal access to world-class commercial production and management systems."
Because the original report was based on case study evidence, CSIS conducted a follow-on
study, surveying more than 200 firms. The principal conclusion of the survey analysis, stated
in te CSIS report entitled, "Integrating Civilian and Military Technologies: An Industry
Survey," was that "most companies that operate in both the commercial and federal markets
alter their business procedures in order to sell to the federal government and that the cost
-remiamni to the government can be substantial.'
"DoDhas identified seven candidate pilot programs analogous to commercial item acquisitions

to get a head start on the efficiencies achieved through the use of commercial practices, while
awaiting legislative action on the Section 800 Panel recommendations. The seven pilot
programs are: Fire Support Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (FSCATT), Joint Direct Attack
Munition (JDAM), Joint Primary Training Aircraft System (JPATS), Commercial Derivative
Aircraft (CDA), Commercial Derivative Engine (CDE), Global Grid, and certain medical,
rsuhistence, and dotb'ng c nnmodities of the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC).
D. Ph for the iuture - DeD Will:
"* bvelop a pIackage of statutory wtvers that will bt applied to the pilot programs.
"* DeI elop a package of regulatory waivers that wig complement the statutory waiver.,

-Ibywill remove bnrrikm to tommei-ial prartices and commercial Item acquisition that

are imposed by DoD.
e Develop an implementation Mitategy for tccn pilot program that will govern how
that program will operate ard te overseen in thb atraw'ined commercial environment.
L Action Plan:
The pilot pm.pa candidates have been approved by OMB and suboited to Congrcss.
Congr must degnate the progmns as pilot programs in the fiscal yaur 19ý4 authorization
act and spo* the statutory waive, authority prmiurcie the SECDFP for pilot programs.
F. Performauc Metrics:

The pilot prorans will be evaluated agitist baselines such as: comptition (both increased
g-uu•m of fimu comphing and the number of commercial frms who have not previously
competed for defense contracts); program schedule tui cost; and administrative support cost

and time.

4. Military Specifications and Standards
A. Description of Current Program
The FAA certifiedAllison 250-C30R Army helicopterengine (used in lieu of a milspec
engine) differsfrom the commercialversion only in its elechronicfuelflow component (FSC).
The engine wasprocuredas an off.he-shelf item, eliminatingfive to eightyears of DoD
development time and cost. Only the ESC which requiredapproximately 30 months to
develop and certify, was developed speciflcallyfor DoD. Comparedto a militawy developed
andqualifiedengine, which the Army estimateswould have cost approximately $200 million,
seven certifiedoff..e-shelf commercialengines were procuredfor less than $2 million.
Commercialwaianteshave proven to be asgood as - Of not better - than military
equivalents. In addition, the Army has been able to take advantage of several "commercial
use"-choes which providedextended life in the desert environment of the Gulf War.
B. A Better Way:
Use of military-unique specifications and standards must be prohibited unless they are
the only practical alternative to ensure a product or service will meet the user's needs.
DoD must describe its needs in terms of performance required and in a manner that
permits maximum reliance on existing commercial items, practices, processes, and
capabilities. Firms currently unwilling or unable to change their products to comply
with mmlltary-uuique specification and standards will see enhanced business

oppo-ftitle with DoD.
C. BackgroundExperience:
The Center far Strategic and International Studies has published a report entitled, "Road Map
for Milspec Reform: Integrating Commercial and Military Manufacturing," The report notes
that "in the nispec area, there is literally nothing new under the sun." The report goes on to
say that, "the problem is not defining what needs to be done, but identifying the best way to
do it and then committing the resources and staying the course in the face of bureaucratic or

political resistance."
Since 1986, there have been at least seven major initiatives to decrease reliance on military-

unique specifications and standards. These seven initiatives are:
* 400 Federal Supply Class Initiative, to restrict the revision or introduction of new military
specifications and standards in those commercial-like product supply classes.
* Qualified Manuhcturers List Initiative, to qualify a manufacturer's process rather than

individual products.
• Defense Management Review Working Group 9 Initiative, to perform a zero-based review
of military specifications and standards, canceling those documents that w"t no longer

needed, replacing those documents that could be replaced with commercial specifications and
standards, and retaining and updating documents for military-unique products and processes.
* Commercial Acquisition Demonstration Program Initiative, to define commercial item
acquisition and identify impediments or restrictions.
- Simplified Non-government Standard Adoption Initiative, to significantly increase the
number of adopted non-government standards.
G Commercial Military Document Tiger Team Initiative, to ensure that action was being
taken to adopt commercial specifications or convert military specifications to commercial
documents in a limited number of highly commercial federal supply classes.
• Special Non-government Standard Conversion Initiative, by establishing or using existing
private sector standards committees, to convert military and federal specifications and
standards in specific product areas to non-government standards.
Although progress toward decreasing reliance on military specifications and standards has
been made, it is not moving quickly enough. DoD has increased the number of adopted nongovernment standards from 3,279 to 5,617 (a 51 percent increase) and the number of
commercial item descriptions from 1,973 to 4,857 (a 146 percent increase) over the last seven
years.
D. Plan for the Future - DoD Will:
* Perform comprehensive market research to identify potential commercial
alternatives, and conduct aggressive cost-performance trade-offs to ensure that system
requirements do not preclude commercial products or processes.
* State requirements in terms of performance or form, fit, and function and eliminate
"how to" requirements for management and manufacturing processes and permit "best
commercial practices."
# Rapidly eliminate unnecessary and obsolete specifications and standards.
* Use commercial-type specifications and standards and non-governmental standards
to the greatest extent practicable.
* Expedite conversion of military specifications and standards for commercial items to
commercial item descriptions (CIDs) and non-governmental standards; work with nongovernmental standards bodies to develop commercial equivalencies where suitable
mon-governmental standards do not exist today.

• Encourage industry, where military specifications and standards are used, to
propose alternative solutions as substitutes for the referenced military specifications

and standards to the maximum extent practicable.
* Ensure that military specifications and standards documents are applied correctly
on contracts.

E. Action Plan:
The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform) has directed that a cross-

functional Process Action Team be formed including representatives from the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, and the Defense Logistics Agency to:
(1) develop a specific and comprehensive strategy and plan of action to ensure maximum
progress within the shortest period of time toward elimination of unnecessary military product
and process standards and specifications; and, (2) to ensure that DoD describes its needs in
ways that permit maximum reliance on existing commercial items, practices, processes, and

capabilities. They began work in late August and will develop their draft plan for the future
by the end of November.
F. Performance Metrics:
The Defense Science Board reports that savings of 15 percent are feasible if only half of the
major weapons systems were designed without military specifications. The Process Action
Team will develop appropriate metrics, considering such tools as the number of commercial
item descriptions and nongovernment standards applied on contract.

5. Contract Formation
A. Description of Current Progrum
Several contractswere awardedforurgently neededsupplies to support military units in
FAwpe. One week after the awards were made, an unsuccessful offeror lodged aprotestwith
GAO. Under existing bidprotest rules,DoD had to suspendcontractperformance until the
bidprotestwas resolved Generallythis takes a minimum of 45 days. After two informal
dscussions,andone formal debriefing,explainingthe bidselection to the protestor,the
company withdrew its protest. The neededsuppliesfinally were delivered to the.European
Owtaer.

B. Better Way:
Current procurement regulations make it difficult if not impossible to do business with
private industry on terms that they customarily use. The system needs to be

streamlined, mirroring commercial practices when appropriate, so that companies are
encouraged, not discouraged, from doing business with DoD. For example, DoD is
considering experimenting with purchasing aircraft that are derived from commercial
aircraft such as the 767 or MD-11. By reforming the acquisition system, DoD will be
able to tap innovative products and services that otherwise would be unavailable, and
at the same time provide increased business opportunities to many firms not now
interested in contracting with DoD.
C. Background/Experience:
DoD has identified a number of burdensome laws and regulations which clearly inhibit the
buyer-seller relationship and DoD's ability to buy the products it needs. These laws and
regulations were passed to prevent waste, fraud and abuse, and to promote competition. But
there have been many changes intechnology. DoD needs to rely more heavily on the
commercial marketplace.
Mndflt of this, the Section 800 Panel, which reviewed 80 DoD contract laws relating to the
contract formation process, recommended changing the laws to build more flexibility and
innovation into the acquisition process. DoD contracting laws cover publicizing requirements,
competing or justifying the absence of competition, soliciting offers, evaluating bids and
proposals, and pricing and awarding contracts. The proposed changes would allow DoD to
continue to conduct its procurement process inan open, fair and ethical manner while still
meeting misson requirements more effectively.
Examples of burdens on the contracting system:
The Truth inNegotiation Act (TINA) allows large contracts to be awarded without price
competition only if the supplier can provide a detailed breakdown of how it arrived at its

price. Because of the expense, and because commercial contractors do not price their
products on the basis of the specific costs to build them, commercial contractors do not
typically maintain cost accounting systems that can provide the type of detailed cost
information required by the government. The Section 800 Panel concluded that the
requirement to provide cost or pricing data should be stabilized at contracts worth
$500,000, rather than having it revert back to $100,000, as present law provides. It also
recommended that the exemptions to TINA be broadened to facilitate the acquisition of
commercial products.
Current law requires that executive agencies publish notice of their intent to contract 15
days before releasing their requests for bids and proposals, and that companies be given 30
days to respond before a contract is awarded. The law was established to promote
competition and enhance opportunities for small businesses. However, the statutes do not
recognize that many in the private sector now routinely use electronic bulletin boards to
find out about business opportunities, which convey information more quickly, and use
total electronic data interchange systems that allow them to provide quotes automatically.
In 1986, Congress established a preference for off-the-shelf technology available in the
commercial marketplace. DoD believes that this preference will become more and more
important as its budget is reduced, When Congress established this preference, it did not
amend many basic competition statutes to ease regulations governing these purchases. After a
review of these statutes, the Section 800 Panel recommended that laws be amended to lift
these barriers to the competitive acquisition of non-developmental items.
D. Plans for the Future - DoD Will:
* Champion the effort to maintain our technological superiority by fostering the

integration of the defense and commercial industrial sectors into a national industrial
and technology base (composed primarily of commercial companies who can meet the
seeds of DoD).
0 Propose Congress amend Title 10 U.S.C. to incorporate a broad defense
procurement policy which integrates existing congressional policy and the 10 strategic
DoD procurement objectives identified by the Section 800 Panel.
o Propose establishment of a uniform threshold of SS00,000 for application of the
Truth in Negotiations Act (TINA) statute and broaden the exemption to include
commercial products and leading edge commercial technology,
o Propose the establishment of a legislative policy requiring timely and meaningful
debriefing# to unsuccessful offerors and the establishment of a contract protest file
which would be accessible to all offerors.
* Propose that Congress consider and study the creation of a single independent
forum for resolving bid protests (to streamline the process).

* Propose that Congress amend the statute to delete the authority and rule structure
for master agreements for advisory and assistance services and set forth a new more
flexible authority for task order and other similar contracts.
* Propose to Congress a change to allow the head of an agency to waive the
percentage limitations on obligations on undefinitized contract actions (in certain
limited cases).
E. Action Plan:
For those items requiring congressional action, DoD has transmitted legislative proposals to
OMB for consideration in developing the administration's position on acquisition reform
legislation being considered by Congress. DoD has already begun to pursue the increased use
of EC/EDI with the creation of a Process Action Team (discussed further in section on
Simplified Acquisition Threshold). Another Process Action Team has been established for
military specifications to assist us in implementing a clear preference for commercial and nondevelopmental items.
F. Performance Metrics:
The Department anticipates cost savings can be achieved by redesigning its acquisition
processes. Significant savings will occur in overhead for both DoD and the private sector.
DoD anticipates more favorable prices will be offered as competition increases and contractor
overhead is reduced. The application of electronic solutions will lead to increased efficiencies
by eliminating tasks currently performed by acquisition personnel. Material managers both
within DoD and private industry should also be able to signiacantly reduce their inventory
holding costs as we move toward an acquisition system which provides improved customer
support. Improved debriefungs to unsuccessful offerors will also result in DoD cost avoidance
for protests not filed.

6. Contract Administration

A. Description of Current Program
The executive was very proudof her new job. She had been promotedfrom the
commercialdivision of the company, andwas lookingforward to working in a
division whose major customer was the DepartmentofDefense. She was being
briefedon all of the unique rules that appliedto DoD contracts- cost accounting
stawdnr
audits, invwcing, vouchering,which costs were allowable and which
weren'%andso on -and how all tose affected hkxjob. Much ofwhat she was
hearing,particularlyaboutsome of the costs not allowed undergovernment
contracts, she thought made goodsensefor itmpaiyr& But she hadmany questionsToo often the answer was, "l* not sure, I'll hav to check with counsel or
cxcounng.
N Finally, the new executive excaime4 "You may not mean to, but you're
making itsound like if anybody wants to work on Govenment contracts, they need to
hire hum/kd of attorneys andCPA'sW"
"Well actualy," one of the managers admitte4 after some hesitation, "that is often
the case."
B. A Better Way:
The laws and regulations relating to the contract administration process should
be cear, concise, easy to locate, and easy for non-4awyeas to understand. They
should not prevent companies from selling to the government. The government's
cost of administering a contract should not be so high it does aot justify the

benfilts received.
C. Ba[ckgroudia~rence:
An April 1993 Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) report,
IntepgaingCivilianandMilIhary Technologies: An Industry Survey, said that in a
survey of 206 companies, adininistrative costs of selling to the Govermmt were from
thre to five times those when selling commercially. A 1992 Defens Systems

Management College (DSMC) survey had reported costs associated with government
sales wm roughly four tijm those associated with those to commercial womrs.
- w DSMC dat further showed tha for every employee in a comparable position in a
commercial division of the company, the govertnent division employed: 8 people in
accounting; 6 in purdhasing and subcontracting; 12 in auditing; and 2 in the legal
depatmnent. In both reports, the Government's unique accounting requirements were
ideatified as one of the primary causes of those higher expenses.
The govaenct needs tt streamline its accounting requirements and acquisition laws -

- ineffect, make them more "commerc-like and easier to undersund. WhAe DoD

dearly recognizes that the public must always remain fly protected against possible
abuses and waste, excessive administrative costs harm companies' competitiveness and
unnecessarily increase costs for DoD and the public.
D. Plan for the Future - DoD Will:
0 Propose a change to the Truth in Negotiations Act to exempt commercial
items from Cost Accounting Standards (CAS). Propose to the CAS Board that it
make its advance rule change a final rule. The imposition of CAS on commercial
companies significantly increases their costs, and forces most to set up separate
production facilities for DoD and non-DoD customers, even though the product
i largely, or even purely, commercial. Although the Cost Accounting Standards
Board recently issued an advance rule change that increases the number of
commercial item acquisitions that are exempt from CAS, many commercial item
purchases will continue to be covered by CAS unless Congress adopts DoD's
proposed changes to the Truth in Negotiations Act (TINA). DoD believes that
contractors should be completely free to fully integrate defense and commercial
produe•o. whenever possible.
* Propose the consolidation of laws relating to advance, partial, and progress
payments into one comprehensive statute. As the Section 800 Panel found, the
many laws relating to payment are among the most duplicative, dispersed, and
difficult to understand of any of the laws affecting contract administration.
* Propose the amendment of ueul and valuable laws and authorities
originally passed for wartime or national emergency conditions so that they are
applicable to normal, peacetime conditions as well For example: Public 854-04,
"Extraordimary Contractual Relief," has proved useful d•.ing peacetime, yet is
ava•Ubke only during a national emergency declared by the Congress or the
Prosidet and for six months thereafter; 41 U.S.&C 15, whIch limits assignments
of payments under contracts except in time of war or national emergency, tas
proven useful particularly to small businesses in obainng private fiancing.
0 Propose the repeal of duplicative, supeneded, or outdated laws. For
examp3e the Vinson-Trammell Act, a limitation upon defense contractors'
profits. has been ineffective for most of Its life because the Congress, starting in
the 140's, came to realize that its approach of limiting profits to specific
percestqes of contract prices actually curtails incentives to reduce costs, and so
actually passed several successive statutes whic rearice the application of the
Act.
0 Propow the repeal of laws that are not cost effective. The Section 800 Panel
found that some laws, such as 10 U.S.C 2403, which requires contractor
guarantees for major weapon systems, Inadvertently cause DoD managers and
contractors to take actions or make decisions that cost more than the benefits are

worth. Even though such laws often contain provisions for exemptions where
costs of compliance outweigh the benefits, the laws nonetheless establish such

strong presumptions for a particular course of action that many managers are
reluctant to challenge the laws' presumptions.
o Establish a Process Action Team (PAT) to develop recommendations for
change to DoD's internal contract administration procedures. DoD already has
several initiatives underway to streamline and simplify contract administration.
Two very successful initiatives are the Defense Contract Management
Command's Process-Oriented Contract Administration Services (PROCAS), and
the Contractor Risk Assessment Guide (CRAG) program, administered by the
Defense Contract Audit Agency. The success of these programs suggests DoD
can go still further in relieving the burden of contract admiaistration for both
the Government and contractors. Our PAT wPi look at all contract
administration activities and develop a strategy and implementation plan for
improving the efficiency of DoD contract administration procedures while still
fully protecting the public's interests against abuse and waste. Some of the
issues the PAT will examine are: exempting mostly commercial producers from
Incurred cost audits, and allowing contractors' interest costs in lieu of
Goverment-provided financing.

L Action•MPa
For those itaes requiring congreWional action, DoD has forwarded a legislative
proposal to OMB for consideration in developing the administrtion's position on
acqtusition
arefbni leslation being considered by Congress. DoD wiH makc a

recommendation to the Cost Acwmting Swadards Board to make its reznt advance
1 0 chnanges inCAS a final rle.
F. hrfomaraee Metrlw
With Unplentuion of the mcaswes above, Do!) expects that the anitrative costs
companies iwr in doing busi.ness with the Depatment wiU decine bstantay and
l masket.
com much closer to ths costs eprnced,in wuling to the ccir

7. Major Systems and Testing Statutes
A. Description of Current Program
A gowrnmntprocurementexpertfrom academiatestified before the Senate thatDoD
programmaxnrsspend more time answeringquestionsfrom all the people aroundthe

Depwtmnt of Defense tha they do runningtheirprogram. The programmanagerof an
ahnittaedytroubledAirForceprogram estimatedthat 70 percent of the program office's
actMty was comsmed in responiungto externaloversight demands rather =han managing

the Con

d

Onm Arry ProgramE•recutive Officer indicatedthat Army ProgramManagersspend
between 300 and 600 mnmbuirs of effort annuallypreparigjustthe SelectedAcquisition

Repr apJdte Unit CostReport
Saw waois systems undergoingtesting to determine whother they meet operational
peoforfwce crileriamust comply with testing requirements in three different statutes, and at
wa tAm djferent reportsmust be submitled to Coi.gres.L
IL A Better Way:
Weapons syst=s which consume the majority of the DoD acquisition budget, require
independent oversight aud thorough testing. DoI) netds to tvtai the broad policy
coataiued ia the current major systems and testing statutes, which are excesively
detailed. duplicative, and inconsistent with the realities of declining defense budget. The
Depannent needs to streamline them, provide additional flexibility, and reduce onovale-added overght.

C.

ackgroaind/Epaience.
Th DoD Acquisition Law Advisory Panel, commonly known as the Section 800 Panel,

rcviwed the major systems and testing statutes and made the following rconindations:
Remnove the excessive detail from the Selected Acquisition Report (10 US.C. §2432),
iaco
a the Unit Cost Report requirement (10 U.S.C. §2433) into the Selected

Acquisition Rqwo staute, and eliwmte the 25 percent umt cost ctilicui
Streamline the requireent for indepenent cwst and manpower estimates (10 U.S.C.
§2434) w,4 for proram baselines (10 U.S.C. §2435) by dimn
staoy d il but
retdaing cadsting policy.
Repeal the Defense Enterprise Program (10 U.S.C. §2436) and the KMileszone
Asth0iazion Program (10 U.S.C. §2437) because neither progmm has been succ,essfy
iplanewed by DoD or suppoited by Congress.

Repeal tha statutory requirement; fo; competitive protot'•:,ng (

.'

U.L.C. §2438) and

competitive alternative sources (10 U.S.C. §-'1-9) because mandating such strategies is

inppropriate intoday's reduced budget enviruitment and may be unaffordable.
Consolidate the four current testing statutes (10 U.S.C. §2362, §2366, §2399, and
§2400), which contain difflrent definitions and excessive reporting requirements, into one

treamlined statute.
D. Plan for the Future - DoD Will:
* Iopose IW• Wation incorporating many of the Section 800 recommendations.
* Yftablish a Process Action Team tn deveJop an implementation plan to better
integrate the processes for resource alocation and requirements determination. This
wi eusre the most effective, affordable, technically feasible and best value solution to
a def'icimcy In current military e. 1;ability or emerging need is developed after
consideration of realistic wst ---.hedule, performance, and industrial base

coxr54tesatlosm
* Establish a Prome .,cxtion Team to develop a plan for tailoring acquisition
strategies and policies to various types of procurements (e.g., commtrcial products,
research and development, major systems acquisitions with little risk, major systems
acquiition with significant risk), considering such factors as the appropriate amount of
at2.
,rht,
among others.
L Action Plan:
The DoD comments on the Section 800 Panel report have been finalized and a legislative
proposal has been transmitted to OMB and will be factored into the adminstration's position
on acquisition reform legislative provisions. Process Action Teams will be established by the

end of December 1993 to recommend actions to better integrate resource allocation,
requirements determination, and the acquisition system and to tailor acquisition processes and

regulations.
F. Performance Metrics:
The Mifitary Departments have estimated that rewuction in oversight and reporting

lequiiments could reduce program office workload and lead to program office staffing
reductions. Reduution of workload and any staff reductions will be tracked.

8. Defense Trade and Cooperation
A. Da-wption of Current Program
Negot" ao on the U.. Navy's A V.83, farrierfI Pluscooperative radarintegration
vwogrwn wih Italy andSpain were s~gnficantly disrupted by an unrelatedUS.-Spain
diaputs over the statutoryprohibitio?,againstpurchasingforeign anchormooring
chain. Thisjeopardizedthe entireI1PlusR&.D Pogram. The7$165 million Harier
JIIPu rogram was equally sharedby d -ree countriesandhas resultedin
addlfonalfollow-onpcuction am• SuZ17 M of approxlmately$1 billion - which

tmidaesinto 25,000 U.9 job&
The UnitedStates and its alliescannot continue to proceed aiwn parallel

*velopmr

andproductionpaths because of the staggeringcosts of developing and

fieldng new ),tems. For enample, it would have beenfar less expcmive for the
nationswhic, ire participatingin the development of the EuropeanFighterAircraft
(EFA) to have bought an improvedF-16 Agile Falconor F-18 Hornet. The
cmp ble casts are $20-30 millionper copyfor F-I6/F-18 variantversus costs of
Wmrxklay $40-60 millionfor the EFA.
IL A Better Way:
To promote US. defense tehnology'ard tht industrial base in times of declining
dnense expenditures by exporting defense items to our allies and broadening the
p-ttern of international armaments cooperation.
C. Background/Experience:
The integration of international and domestic economic security is emerging as a key
issue to be considered as the United States restructures its defense esublislunent.
DoD needs to focus oa the economic aspects of American security, because defense
acquisition faces the tv.in challenges of reducing procurement expenditures while
presving a viable industrial and technology base. A robust industrial base is required
to promote American technological competitiveness and ensure needed domestic
"*.rgescapacity in a wide variety of crisis mobilization scenarios - not unlike
Opeation Desert Shield.
DoD also needs to reassess its international agreements in light of the new types of
threats it f4ces. Just 2s DoD found in Operation Desert Storm that its inter-service
agreements did not provide the needed flexibility to acco mm e all contingencies,
the same holds true for its intarnational cromss-servicing agreements.
Itemacquired by DoD must often be the same as - or fuiction widi-articles
acquired by our allies. DoD should have additional statutory authority, for example,
to encournge the purchase of NATO-standard items, which may or may not be

9
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available from U.S. sources, as well as to encourage increased allied burden-sharing.
Likewise where NATO-standard items are or could be available from U.S. sources
DoD should encourage their export and thus enhance the competitiveness of o•r

national defease technology and industrial base.
As the domestic requirement for new weapons systems decreases, there may be an
inesed opportunity to participate in defese cooperation projects and sell U.S.
products and services abroad. Selling U.S. defense products abroad not only permits
the economic production of such products, while lowering the unit cost of items for
U.S. forces, but will also enhance the national defense technology and industrial base.
The United States can expect tia our allies will be looking to foreign exports to help
their own induwWria base problems, defense companies could use assistance in
promoting their exports, assistance that DoD is not in a position to provide without
additional statutory authority.
Further, the issue of domestic source restrictions, such as the Buy American Act is a
contentious one. To determine whether DoD may or must limit competition for an
item to domestic sources only, a contracting officer must review the following
sources:
"The Trade Agreements Act, Title 19;

The Buy American Act, Title 41;
Military assistance and foreign military sales, Title 22;
Various annual authorization and appropriations acts;
International treaties; and
Memoranda of understanding and related international agreements,
Although there are certain technologies which may be so essential to national security
that ouch products be developed and acquired only from United States sources, "BuyAmerican" statutes often are not tied to a clear analysis that production of the itm-s in
the U.S. is esetial to the national security. Restricting acquisitions to U.S. sources

often causes a "tit-for-tat" reaction from other countries that precludes U.S.
companies from bidding. Protectionism has not pr,,en effective inmaintaining the
viability of U.S. industry absent other factors.
The Secretary of Defense is in the best position to restrict acquisitions to United States
sources and control the foreign ownership of key defense industry sectors to ensure
this cowutrys continu-g military strength. The Secretary is in the best position to
determine whether there is a level playing field in def.3se trade with a particular
country, sad to enter into defense acquisition partnerships to share research,
developnv'it and/or production costs zccordinr~y. In analyzing the legislative
changes neeý.Si to help provide that level playing field in ddense trade and

cooperatitin the Section 800 Acquisition Law Advisory Panel concluded Ilat:

• Department of Defense international defense acquisition policies should be
consistent, on a reciprocal basis, with the defense acquisition and trade policies of
United States allies;
• Department of Defense international defense acquisition policies on international
and cooperative agreements should be consistent with the maintenance of strong

domestic technology, industrial, and mobilization bases;
• Department of Defense international defense acquisition policies should be
consistent with international operational agreements, allied logistics support and
tanmdardization, and export sales of defense items to foreign countries.
In order to better take advantage of cooperative program opportunities, the Secretary
of Defense should have the flexibility to adapt to the acquisition practices, rules, and

procedures for international partnerships which treat our allies as partners
(contnibuting a significant portion of a cooperative program costs while receiving a
commensurate share of the program work) as compared to customers pursuant to the
sales procedures and rules of the Arms Export Control Act.
D. Mlan for the Future - DoD Win:
* Seek to repeal or rescind all domestic source restrictions which are not
matted as part of a comprehensive restatement of law or established pursuant to
the inherent statutory authority of the Secretary of Defense and based on
Industrial base considerations. DoD proposes to Congress an amendment to the
Buy American Act to incorporate a substantial transformation rule-of-origin
tat, making it couistent with the Trade Agreements Act and other trade
agreements, and seeks to eliminate the DoD balance-of-payments evaluation
differentaL
* Seek to consolidate the statutory authorities concerning international
cooperation, acquisition, cross-servicing, and standardization, into a dedicated
mew chapter InTide 10, while recommending specific statutory revisions to
cooperative project and International agreement authority.
L Aeton Plan:
DoD has transmitted to OMB legislative proposals based on the Section 800 Advisory
Panl Iport's Chapter 7, "Defense Trade and Cooperation" for consideration in
developing the administraton's position on acquisition reform legislation being

oderadbyCongess. The "Plan for the Future" in section D above will be studied
and addressed, with appropriate legislative and regulatory recommendations, through
the formation of an International Defense Acquisition Process Action Team (PAT).
The PAT membership will be comprised of experts and experienced practitioners in

the international defense acquisition community and will be tasked to devise a strategy
and implementation plan for achieving the DoD vision.
F. Performance Metrics:
One military department recently calculated that during the period 1987-1992,
approximately $555 million in savings was realized from international cooperative
research and development progranm. While these savings demonstrate success in
pursuit of Kwin-win' international cooperative research and development programs, its
success has largely been accomplished in spite of- rather than becmuse of-- the

present lesative and regulatory system. With implementation of a streamlined
legislative and regulatory framework to extend the cost sharing and interoperability
benefits of internaonal cooperative research and development programs throughout
DoD, savings of a similar or greater magnitude are anticipated.

9. Intellectual Property Rights
A. Ducription of Current Program:
t vmpany's V.P. for Business Development was meetingwith his President. "This, the
V.P. saW4 referringto a DoD Requestfor Proposals,"we could do wiy easily with an
adtio
of the new travelingwaw technology we'W just developed"

"Sowhat's theprobkm? "the presidentasked
"Tecdmicaldata rights."
"That shouLdn't be ay tproblem,* the presidentsaid "That fechnologys our& We developed
itall by ourselve&"
"Undertheircontrcts,DoD alwaysget unlimitedrights in Yonn, fit, andffunction' data.
They also get unlimitedrightsto any manualsor trainingmatenalks Now, throw in that
adpttonI ws talking about earlier. If we bill the costs of developing the adaptationto
the contwc DoD isprobablygoing to insistwe negotiatewith them over rightsto that data
- odprobablymore data, aswell."

"What do they plan to do with the data?"
"Among other things probably use itfor competitive sparepartsbuy&"
"Which means, "the presidenifilledin, 'some shamp personjust might get enough

Infoimatlon tofigure out the basisfor our technology, and all of a sdden, if's in the open
andwe have nothing to showfor our Investment!"
"Paght"
The presidentshook his headslowly.
"GOrchoices, as I see it," the V.P. sai "areto bidwith the new technology and take our
chances, bid with the old 'standard'technology, or not bid What doyou want to do?"
"Idon't *now."
B. Better Way:
On an increasingly lethal battlefield, the nation's soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines
require the best technology available, no matter what its source. In order to achieve
this goal, DoD should acquire rights in technical data and computer software in a
manner that maximizes the flow of technology from the commercial sector to DoD and

from DoD to industry, but which Rlso allows companies (and individuals) to protect
their cemme-cial interests in technology, products or procesis they have developed.

C. Background/zperience
In 1983, the stories of exorbitant spare parts prices ($600 toflet seat and $400 claw hammer)
outraged the nation. Congress reacted by encouraging DoD to acquire rights in technical
data, not only to ensure safe and efficient operation of the equipment it buys, but to make
"follow on" and spares purchases competitively to ensure DoD would not become "captive"
to the original equipment manu
,cturer.
Companies, on the other hand, are concerned about protecting their competitive position in an
economic environment where success increasingiy is being determined by which company is
first in bringing new products or new technology to a global marketplace. This makes
companies, particularly those with commercial products, cautious of releasing data, and wary

of DoD as a customer.
In the nid-1980s, it began to become apparent that the areas of confluence between
commercial and military technologies were increasing. Indeed, in some areas vital to the
development of weapon systems, commercial companies had outpaced DoD's efforts (as, for
instance, microprocessor technology, where defense technology lags behind the best
commercial technology by 3 to 5 years). However, as the Packard Commission pointed out in
1986, DoD's policy of acquiring nearly all intellectual property rights was affecting the
willingness of firms to bring their best technologies to the defense marketplace.
Congress, aware of industrys concerns, responded with amendments to existing statutes to
promote a better balance between the Government's needs for technical data and contractors'
needs for protecion of proprietary data. In September 1985, DoD published proposed
implementing regulations which failed to satisfy companies' needs. The proposed regulation
was withdrawn. Several revised proposals have been published since, that have also failed to
sat
industry's concerns. DoD's current policy for acquisition of technical data rights is
defined by an *interim rule" which took effect in 1988.
In 1991, Congress created the Government-Industry Technical Data Committee to review the
Governmnt's technical data rights policies. The committee has been performing an
exhaustive review of the current policies and procedures and has made encouraging progress.
It has determined that a balancing of developers' and the Government's interests in technical
data n software can be made without statutory change.
Finally, secrecy orders on patent applications, patent infringement by government contractors,
vad copyright protection of software continue to present a problem between DoD and its
contractors. Resolution of these problems, along with those noted above, is necessary to
improve the long-term competitiveness of domestic firms.

D. Plan for the Future - DoD Will:
* Promote new policies for the acquisition of technical data and computer software
which will a•rike a balance among technologydevelopers' commercial interests and the
Government's needs.
* Establish a Patent and Trademark Advisory Committee, chaired by DoD, to shift
responsibility from the Patent and Trademark Office to a body with expertise in both
the control of technology and its development, and the capability to assess whether
publication would be detrimental to the national defense, to conduct reviews to
determine V a secrecy order should apply to a patent application.
P
Propose
an amendment to allow federal agencies to copyright software that their
employees have developed as part of the employees' official duties. Allow federal
agencies to license software to commercial companies to assure them whatever
developments or improvements they make in the software will be protected by law.
L Action Plan:
The Govennment-lndustry Technical Data Committee plans to submit its final
recommedations to DoD in October, 1993. DoD will obtain public comments on those
recommendations, analyze the comments, and prepare regulatory coverage within 120 days
after receipt of the comments. As required by Section 807 of the 1992/1993 National Defense
Authorization Act, the Secretary of Defense will report the committee's recommendations to
Congress at least 30 days before issuing the final regulations., For the other intellectual
property issues, a legislative proposal has been transmitted to 0MB and will be factored into
the administration's position on acquisition reform legislative provisions. DoD will have any
required implementing regulations in place six months after passage of the authorizing

legislation.
F. Performance Metrics:
With the implementation of the measures described above, DoD will begin dosing the
technology gap in those areas where commercial technology leads. We anticipate that there
will be a significant increase in the number of federal software developments that are

sucefuy co.mmera

d

10. Contracting for Commercial Activities
Under OMB Circular A-76
A. Description of Current Program
DoringOperationDesertStorm/DesertShield the commander of the NationalNval
Medical CenteradvLd the Chiefof Naval Operationsthat he intended to use
contractpersonnelto supplement the in-house guardforce because of a terrorist
t*reat andwnavilabilityof in-house personneL He was advised that he was
statutorilybarredfromdoingso. The Medical Center, a high visibility target,was
plaed at uldftcant risk
B. A Better Way:
Streamline and consolidate conflicting laws into a coherent rule as to when the DoD
should contract with the private sector for commercial services, with due consideration
of "inherently governmental functions." That rule should provide DoD with the
managerial flexibility to evaluate both cost and performance quality factors (even when
the cost of quality factors cannot be determined).
C. Background/Experience:
The current statutory scheme for DoD contracting for commercial services under OMB
Circular A-76 presents a confusing and contradictory set of rules reflecting the diversity of
interests at stake in this area. The laws require DoD to procure from the private sector if that
source is less expensive than the government, based on a cost comparison when the activity
involves more than 10 employees.
But, the laws also:
e Prohibit conversion to private contractor performance without extensive notice to
Congress, including a duplicative annual report.
SInhibit management flexibility and in some instances have hindered military mission
requirements by prohibiting contracting out for fire fighting and security guard functions,
0 Give installation commanders broad authority to make contracting-out determinations
under Circular A-76, which nay not have achieved its intended effect of decreasing A-76
administation costs within the DoD and may have the unintended, detrimental effect of
deetralizing resource manaenm t in an era of draw down.
• Require DoD to maintain cost data after conversion to in-house performance, even
though sich data is speculative and of limited value for future comparisons.

In addition to the somewhat contradictory provisions'noted above, the statutory requirement
to procure from the private sector if less expensive does not permit flexibility to consider

performance (e.g., quality provided by established, in-house staff).
D. Plan For the Future- DoD)Will:
Propose enactment of a single, streamlined statute governing traditional A-76
ceontractiug procedures for the DoD. That statute would:
* Provide that the DoD shall procure from the private sector if such a source can
provide a service or supply adequate to meet defined performance standards at a
cost lower than that of an in-house, government source, using a "realistic and fair"
cost comparison process and at a threshold number of employees consistent with
thresholds used elsewhere by the DoD.
* Retain existing waivers (e.g., "inherently governmental functions") and add base
closure as an additional waiver from that rule.
"* Require federal employee consultation.
"* Repeal prohibition on contracting out for fire fighting and security guard

functions.
4 Repeal the statutory authority for installation commanders to make A-76
determinations. Rather than a broad authority mandated by statute, DoD would
prefer to tailor such authority through regulatory implementation.
L Action Plan:

For those items requiring Congressional action, DoD will forward legislative proposals to the
Office of Management and Budget which will be factored into the administration's position on
acquisition reform legislative provisions.
F. Performance Metrics:

Savings will be generated by adding base closure as an additional waiver from contracting out
requiremnents, thereby removing unnecessary administrative costs from both A-76 and base
closure process. Qualitative gains will be made by expressly permitting performance
sndards to be considered in A-76 determination processes; system will be developed to
measure costs and evaluate performance factors. Savings will also be achieved by removing

the absolute bar on contracting out for fire fighting and secwity guard functions.

11. Service Specific Acquisition Laws
A. Description of Current Program
A 1926 statute, "cifying that Invilationsforbidsfor experimentalaviationdesign and
procurement be advertisedin at least three leadingaeronauticaljournalsfor not less than
30-days; rwmabw in efect even though it has clearlybeen supersededby more recent

leg

ion andno longer is relemnt to modern aviationacquslttoif

The Navy Intem•ional ProgramOffice facedsignificantdelays In the transferof 3 Knox
claksfrigatesandanAdams class devsoy to Greece in early 1992 because of a
requirnentto noto the congressionaldefense committees of such tmnsfers ard then await
exktlon of .0 days continuous sessiom Such delay4 particularlyin "hot-ship"transfers

where theforeign crew relieves the U9 watch simultaneouslywith decommissioning,cost
money andmanpower.
B. A Better Way:
Grants of authority that remain useful should be retained, consolidated and, where
necessary, amended to modernize them. Authorities that are so longer used or
otherwise obsolete, should be repealed.
C. Background Experience:
Service specific acquisition statutes include Army and Air Force statutes that evolve
historically from the same source law, and Navy-unique laws. The laws include many
authorities that aue decades, or even centuries old, and that have become obsolete or rendered
useless by more recent legislation. Authorities that raemain useful are not availa•be to all the

Secrclaric of the Military Departments and the Scretary of Defetse.
Specific limitations, such as the six percent fee limit on uchitect-egneering contracts, no
longa serve their original purpose and are significan %adninistrativeburdens, particular.y for

modern, techiclly complex prýects. Certain historical authoritics whilc remaining useful to
the mftuy departments, do not fully address modem acquistion quirements.
D. Plan For the Future - DoD Will:
Trasmit to the Office of Management and Budget a legislative proposal based on the
Section 800 Fone for consideration.in deveoping the administration's position on
acquisition reform egislation being considered by Coagra& That proposal will:
Retain useful authorities snd amend them to vest such authorities, when

appropriate, in the Secretary of )efent as well as the secretaries of the Military

•

Repeal obsolete statutes, such as the six percent fee limit on architect-engineering

Services.

* Amend to modernize the authority to sell or loan to allow DoD to give samples of
Items that may promote independent research and development, and provide for the
sale of services from government test facilities for use by private contractors; and the
authorities provided the Civil Reserve Air Fleet, to permit private contractors limited
commercial use of military airfields.
L Action Plan:
A les

tive proposal has been transmitted to OMB and will be factored irto the

adminisrions position on acquisition reform legislative provisions.
F. Performance Metrics:
Elhmination of the obsolete six percent fee limit should resut in higher quality, more efficient

architect-enineerig services and eliminate significant admnaiative burdens in ascertaining
"whichservices are subject to fee limit and which are not. Elimination of dupjcaive

congressionalnotice requirements for Navy ship tansfers will reduce administraive costs.
E-actumt of modernized autority to wel, loan, or rent, will facilte technuology transfer

between goveu w and private sector. Enha
et of Cvil Reserve Air Flec, authorities
will increase use of the commercial air fleet to met militasy tnspr nCeds with savings
from de aud dema on miitary aircrall.

12. Standards of Conduct
A. Dacription of Current Program
A DaD official violates ethics rules by acceptinga DoD contractor'soffer tofly on the
imtictor'saftrfl to the plantfor an official insecton visit, even ff the allenatwescost
much am and ere wry inconweneL
OnM defense-uique post employment restrictionresulted In DoD twang more than 4,300
kgal adiswiy ("sote harbor")opinions in a 19 month period; in only 4 percent of those

qxama did the DoDfind that the law even potentialy ppleL
IL A lter Way:
Acqulsliton laws should promote fimancial and ethical integrity in ways that are simple,
wadentandable, not unduly burdensome and which encourage sound and effkient
pvogment practices

Th are more than 100 statutory sections setting forth the rules guin sandards of
conduct in ddafnse procurenmt. These include statutes coving post-employment

nmtictions of govern

nt personu

contractor ceicationsad false claim

hiafraud statutes - within title 18 of the U.S. Code apply to all fedeal sector
procurem

and provide for criminal remedies on false clims, ccasiracy to commit false

clahns, cmpiq to defraud the government and lse statemnis. they gaenally require a
finding of ip-efic inent to deceive,
Wvifiraudtatutes- the False Claim Act - provide rermeies for knowingly preseting.
oa conspiri to puent, fle or fraudulent lains to the United States for paymm; the
action may be brought by the government or a private person on behalf of the gov-ment

(so-called quiam acuio) and provide trebe damages, with a qu• ta piam
*ui i
to 30 pavent of recovery.

to up

Piecemeal lekslation sets forth a wide vminey of remuriions on post-govwmet employment

(ircludi oppottuntes and di=Wsi"), gifts and gratuietis, acts affecting personal financial
keme•.. dsclosure of procurement-related information, and certifW& on Wad re-prting
reiuesmre ted to these ismus; as wcl as adnis

v

civil and aivinal penalties for

NWziy aD et4c laws overlap, The propiety of a given event is nearly impossible to mneasre
wben two laws apply competing tests to the same situatioAs. This specti• of laws is a

42ikfica impeiment to defense acquisition

The recent efforts to create a scandal-proof government have gone so far that they, on
balasn do more harm than good. Some of these ethics reforms, especially recent attempts to
puuify the procurement process by imposing broad post-government employment restrictions,
afford little ethical protection at very high cost-a bad bargain for the government and a bad
bargain for the public. (Report of 11tNational Academy of Science Science and Technlogy:
Le&dmhp inAmewW

Gownmen; Ewing W Be& P

awidania
AppWwnu (1990)).

D. Plan For the Future - DoD Will:
Propose that Congress:
& Adopt leglation proposed by Office of Government Ethics (OGE) and the OFPP in
1990 and 1991 that would revise procurement integrity laws to simplify ethics
requirements trd make them consistent across government, including deletion of
current contractor certification requirements in favor of a prohibition on disclosure or
receipt of certain senitive source selection or proprietary information;
• Clarify and simplify "revolving door"s laws by establishing one law that would
probibit cemahs former procurement officials from representing aiding or advising any
perma
coacerming a procurement for one year after government servke.
• Eumine whether qui tam suits showid not be allowed if the suit is based on
infomation acquired during course of government work.

Euamine whether contraa disputes involving fraud allegations may be more
efficiatly removed.
L Acti•a Mtan:
A legislative pro psl has ben transmitted to OMB and will be factored into the
'position on acquisition reform legislaaivt provision&
F. Perfornance Moriu
Greater caily in government ethics laws will case admini.trafive burden of uiecessary
Wesretave opinions. Modification of "revolving door laws will remove barviers to higher
quality rurntent within the federal sector. Modifying availabdity of qui taw remedies %ill
prevn their manipulmion by indutry and governme employees seeoking to mmize their
pDuO share of tecoveriC

